
Index

a priori determination 198, 199, 210, 214, 215,
331

absolute
absolute tendency toward the 33, 41, 47, 52
character of knowledge ix
development of tendency toward self-activity

43–60
form of thought 49
God as the ix
the I as xxvii, xxix, xxxi, 30, 40
pure activity as xxix, 17, 37, 51
unity in consciousness 11
willing as 30–34

absoluteness
of the law 50
of reason xxv, 59, 60

abstention from acting 140, 158
abstracting 12, 30, 32, 41
abstraction

arbitrary acts of 184
different kinds of 183
philosophical 50, 62, 78, 86, 90, 183

action (Handlung)
in accordance with duty 246, 306
choice from among predestined 216
content of 199–201, 271
dependence on absolute freedom 57, 71, 130
determinate 158, 253
dual natural–rational nature xxvi
ethics in a theory of x, xxxi
formal conditions for morality of 148
as given not self-made 179
internal condition of free 83
motive for (Bewegungsgrund) 174
no indifferent 253
pre-determination xxxii, 98, 163
primacy of free 172

showing love through 296
supererogatory (opera supererogativa) 179
unconscionable 166, 167–168
universal rule for rational 170
within nature 204 see also efficacy; moral action

active force (Tatkraft) 42, 45, 46
activity (Tätigkeit)

deduction as an object 76–82, 86
determinate 11–13, 59, 62, 86, 88, 146
as drive 101
feeling of limitation 85
ideal and real xxvii, xxx, 28, 81, 134, 206, 208
limitation to 88, 90, 99–100, 207
pure as absolute xxix, 14, 15, 17, 37, 42, 88,

93, 101, 125, 133
resistance to an 12–13, 95
self-constituting xxviii, 9, 10–15

actual (wirklich)
or official xx, 137
possibility of the 80

actuality (Wirklichkeit)
of act of willing 83
derived from thoughts 23, 34, 42, 53, 80
freedom of choice of 80
as object of a sensation 73, 208
as perceptibility or capacity to be sensed

(Empfindbarkeit) 80
Addresses to the German Nation (Fichte) viii
adjudication, mere law of 199
aesthetic point of view 334
aesthetic sense 138, 257, 326, 335
agency (Zutun) 52
agent (das Tätige), as unified subject and

object 17
‘‘agility’’ xxviii, 13, 40, 48, 88
agreement

expansion of 224, 226, 229, 234, 241, 330
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as harmony with oneself 223
implicit and explicit 336
Kantian 222
on responsibility 247

almsgiving 283
animals

satisfaction of drive 120, 169, 314
training 300

annoyance 139, 178
antithesis, and thesis 99–100, 100–101
applicability (of principle of morality) xii, xxi,

xxvi, 65–76, 199
apprehending (Auffassen) 25
approval 138, 145, 158, 167, 178, 199
art, product of 212–213, 327, 336
articulated body (die Artikulation) 16, 95,

122, 124
artifact (Kunstprodukt) 212–213, 327
artisans (Künstler) 327
artists 262, 326, 336

duties of fine 333–336
respect for 343
rules for 336

assailant
preserving the life of an 290, 291
on property 293

assistance
mutual between parents and children 324
obligingness and 284

atheism 174
Atheism Controversy viii, xviii, xxiv
Attempt at a Critique of All Revelation (Fichte) vii
Attempt at a New Presentation of the

Wissenschaftslehre (Fichte) viii, xviii
authority

and conscience 167
non-belief in accepted 237, 238
of religious institutions 194, 237
subjugation to 192

autonomy 58, 75, 256

beautiful, the xiii
beauty

in nature 334
of spirit 334, 335

becoming
and doing xxx, 52
free 145
limitation of our 213

begging 283
being

and consciousness 35, 45, 129
and doing 56, 217
free (Freisein) 65, 70, 189

from a concept 14, 15
inner depth of 335
juridical 266
Kant on 254
and knowing 10–11, 35
limitation of 213
moral 161, 314
natural (Naturwesen) 126
practical (Wesen) 164
spiritual 128, 142, 254
and thinking 23, 39, 45, 49, 50, 56, 102, 108

being-posited-as-fixed (Festgesetzsein) 54
belief
of the community 333
in God 331
material duty of 157
in perfectibility of humanity 228–241, 266
in religious authority 195
universal human 167

beneficence 282, 283
Berlin viii, xxxii
body 17, 243, 250
as an instrument of freedom 124, 205
articulated 16, 95, 122, 124
as a condition of I-hood 204
cultivation of the 205, 225, 261
dangers to 251
determinate 264
duties to the 205
and freedom 287
freedom and inviolability of the 264
inner fullness and power 334
material 16, 122, 204–205
as a means to the end of self-activity 71
mutual influence with the soul 257
and the natural drive 137, 204
organization 16, 123, 250
perfection of the 204
reciprocal interaction with the sensible

world 263
respect for the 257
and the will 16, 17, 122, 204, 217

boundaries
extension of our 73, 90, 93, 162
state and individual 286, 294

boundedness (Begrenztheit),
feeling as expression of 73, 88, 93–98, 105,

138 see also limitation
bounding (Begrenzung), of efficacy 94–98
burghers (Bürgerstand) 339, 340

Calvinism 233
capacity
and demand of duty 172, 175, 179, 181, 190

Index
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capacity (cont.)
development of 225–241, 250

capacity to be sensed (Empfindbarkeit) 80
capital punishment 266
care, for others 223, 245
categorical imperative 15, 52, 56, 57, 144, 145,

147, 168, 172 see also ‘‘ought’’
categories, in the sensible world (Kant) 153
causality

absolute 145
compared with right as a concept 66
of a concept 14, 41
deduction of actual of a rational being 87–91
determination through the inner character

91–98
and drive 117
ideal thinking and practical xxx
impeding another’s 265
in a natural series 128
in nature 116
perceived as a manifold in a continuous series

93–94
plurality of starting points 95
the principle of 115
reality of concept 65
upon a not-I 90
of the will on the body 16

certainty, feeling of 159, 161, 164, 165, 166, 185
chance, blind 38, 156, 170, 176
change

representation of process of 9, 74, 96
as result of actual causality 16, 96

character
determinacy of individual 176–181
robust 193, 256, 273
unworthy 172, 181–188

chastity 251, 313
check (Anstoß) 108
childbirth 316
children

duty of obedience 320
education by parents 317, 318
marriage of 323
moral development 320
and parents 310, 315–324
restriction of freedom 319

choice
arbitrary (Willkür) 151, 253
concept of 170
free (freie Willkür) 59
freedom of 80, 81, 170, 179, 183, 188, 211,

215, 218, 245
possibility of 170, 211, 216
power of 151, 153

Christian church 231
Christianity 321
church 224, 229, 230, 231, 232, 237, 326,

329, 333
external 331
officials or servants of the 329
toleration of scholars 239

citizens, attack by 292
civil contract 266
classes

duties of lower 341–344
guidance of the higher 342
higher and lower 325, 326
relations between 344

clerics (Geistliche) 326, 330, 344
Codrus 259
cognition

and the body 204
concept of a 11, 12
correctness of the other’s 270, 327
cultivation of power of 207, 327
and duty 156, 161, 206
genetic 20, 36–42
in the Kantian sense xv
and the law of reflection 39
learned 20
mediated 30
and moral or ethical nature 19
and moral law 156
and objectivity 12, 85
ordinary 19
as primary 325
relationship with willing and nature xxiii, 74
single system of 327
theoretical 21
of the truth 287
and unity of subjective and objective 7 see also

thinking
command 250, 264–269

binding force of an ethical 168
immoral by parents to child 322
practical and theoretical propositions 71,

157–168
to further reason’s self-sufficiency 246
to live 252

common good (Gemeingut) 225
common will 228, 241, 336
common sense, so-called xiii
communication

absolute and unlimited of thoughts 226
by scholars 262
of conviction as a duty 235, 236, 237
of morality 298
of the supersensible 231

Index
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of the truth 276
community

acting for the 245
belief of the 333
and overthrow of the state 227
of rational beings 243, 244, 264, 325, 344
relationships within 344
research for the 328
of saints 244
single moral 329
as the state 226
visible church 232

compassion, maternal 316
complaint, filing a 293, 294
comprehension 102, 108, 111, 112, 113, 173
compulsion, origins of moral 19–23
compulsion (Zunötigung) 19–23, 299–300

of children 319
concept

cognitive as a copy 72, 209
harmony with a sensible intuition 138
mediation by a 311
of rational beings outside one 212
supremacy over nature 256
as symbolic 230
universality of 184

concept of an end (Zweckbegriff ) 8, 11, 14, 68,
71, 72, 99

becomes a deed 130, 269
designing (entwerfen) xxx, 15, 86, 100,

103, 264
and determinate feeling 92
as a model or pre-figuration (Vorbild ) 72, 85,

88, 100
and original drive 200
and satisfaction of a natural drive 141, 311
willing and xxviii, xxxi, 16, 17, 72, 84, 86

concepts
absolute independence and self-sufficiency of

mere 15, 37, 40, 46, 146
as capable of being presented (darstellbar) xxi,

8, 13
causality of 14, 15, 41, 52
moral law and 335
origins of practical xx, xxx–xxxi, 14, 37
reality and applicability of 65–76, 206

concern (Besorglichkeit) 159
for oneself (Selbstheit) 192

Concerning the Concept of the Wissenschaftslehre
(Fichte) vii, xiii

second edition xiv
conditions of possibility 76, 77, 210
conjugal relationship 311–315
conscience xvi, xxxi, 20, 139, 156, 185, 197, 199

action according to 148, 164, 199, 205, 221,
278, 309, 336, 337

and authority 167
contract with desire 187
conviction sanctioned by 163, 164, 165,

166, 168
duty to convince others of faith 232
duty of union with others in a state 226
freedom of 225
grounded in reason 198
and judgment 167, 168
Kant on 164
parental 322
possibility of an erring 165, 185
and scholarly inquiry 239
suppressing 157, 160, 302
violation of an unconditioned duty and

258–259
consciousness
absolute unity in 11, 13, 45, 96
and being 35, 45, 129
communal 236
condition for 142
determinate 50
development of tendency toward absolute

self-activity 43–60, 72, 87, 120, 169–175
of duty 148, 183
facts of 107
Fichte’s theory of human x
forms of xxvii, 10, 11
of freedom 60, 66, 79, 100, 132
genetic description 36–42
immediate as intuition 50, 72, 102, 129, 140,

164, 171
laws of 12, 14, 17
mere 23, 25
of morality 132
necessary 23
ordinary 20, 23, 49, 62, 84, 90, 91, 97, 106,

111, 126, 198, 213
of our moral nature in general and specific

duties in particular 21
practical or volitional xxviii
and separation of subject and object 7, 10, 11, 12
theoretical or cognitive or objective xxviii
unity of 11, 13, 17, 44–46, 47, 55, 88,

108, 125
of willing 85, 87 see also comprehension;

intuition; reflection; self-consciousness
consensus 229, 232, 330
consent 226, 301
in choice of estate 261
in conjugal relationship 312
silence as a sign of 226

Index
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constitution
civil 280
common will contrary to 228
as Einrichtung 97
the ideal 338
legal xvii
of the state 187, 235, 336, 340
and state officials 337
unjust 227

constrained state (Gebundenheit), opposition
to the 14

contentment 139, 145
contingency 68, 135, 169, 176, 243

boundary determination 69, 214
as product of our freedom 69, 75

conviction
about one’s estate 260
acting against 148
action in accordance with 155–168, 185,

221, 322
as an act of reason 301
criterion for correctness 156–161
development of 233
influence on 222
mistaken 155
nature of 161–165
for others 222, 224
of ‘‘ought’’ or actuality 228
private and that of others 225–241
sanction by conscience 163, 165, 168
shared 226
theoretical 300, 305
without practical compulsion 66

copy (Nachbild) xxx, 72, 85, 209
corruption 187
counsel 332, 343

parental 324
counterpositing 24, 26, 27–28
cowardice 192, 256, 257, 274
craftsmen 262, 327
creed 224, 230, 330
criminals, capital punishment 266
Critical philosophy vii, ix, 22
cultivation 174, 241, 305

aesthetic 335
of the body 205, 225, 261
and freedom 319
influence of fine artist on 334
instruction for moral 232, 300
of the mind 251, 261
of theoretical power 194
universal moral (Bildung) 224, 329
of virtue 301
of the will 262

culture 240, 273, 327, 328
moral 330
spread of 340

death
of an assailant 290
inclination for 254
life after 253, 256
precedence over lying 276

deceit 192, 270, 279 see also lies
decision 44

according to conscience 164
freedom and choice 151
immoral 75, 182
and realization 72, 150

‘‘Deduction of the Principle of Morality’’
(Part I) xxiii, xxiv, xxvi, 19–23

‘‘Deduction of the Reality and Applicability of
the Principle of Morality’’ (Part II) xxiii,
xxvi, 65–76

deference 324, 343
delegation of duties 247
delight (Vergnügen) 123
demand (Forderung) 138, 178

of duty 181, 186
formal freedom of the 138

democracy 240
dependence, infinite 143
derivation/deduction (Ableitung or Deduktion)

20, 77
Descartes, René ix, x
designing (entwerfen), the concept of an end xxx,

15, 86, 100, 103, 264
desire

contract of conscience with 187
freedom and the higher power of 125,

126–135
Kant’s lower power of desire 121
the lower power of 137
power of (Begehrungsvermögen) 121
unification of higher and lower powers of 125

desiring 121, 149
and freedom 121
object of 121–122

despotism 233, 339
determinability, the principle of 39
determinacy

three kinds in the concept of duty 185–187
transition from indeterminacy to 130–133, 138,

149, 185 see also material determinacy
determination 38, 39

of the causality of a rational being through its
inner character 91–98

of entire I 47, 50, 80, 197

Index
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of objects 98–116
and pre-determination xxxii, 98, 163, 215
reciprocity of subjective and objective 50, 79
several possibilities of 131, 144
of thought 48, 50

devil, concept of the 182
dignity 135, 245, 316, 333, 341, 343
disapproval 138, 145, 167, 199
discipline

as a duty 318
first concept of 317

disposition, moral 252, 263, 264, 270, 300,
320, 329

belief and the 331
in children 320, 321

distinctive features (Merkmale)
of the object through which we think

concepts 65
of representation of resistance 12

dogmatism 31, 165, 217
doing (Tun) xxvii, 59

and becoming 52
and being 56, 217
and knowing xxviii, 269
and seeing xxviii

domination 177, 192
doubt 108, 159–168, 225, 234

about moral progress 331
about promises 272
freedom to 236

dream 131
drive xix, xxxii, 34, 126, 149

as activity 101
as an inner force 107, 109, 118
the cognitive 158
as concept of an end 104
determines the intellect and thus thought

48–50, 51, 106, 119
the ethical/moral mixed xxxii, 137, 142,

144, 145, 146, 148, 153, 158,
163–165, 166

and feeling 46–48, 103, 105, 136
for freedom 132, 133–135
the higher 125, 205, 299
mere/blind 134, 176, 179, 184
and reality in reciprocal interaction 113–116,

117, 120, 125
relationship with interests 136
for self-preservation 117–119
tendency toward the entire I 44–46, 50, 101,

105, 108–111, 125
to self-sufficiency 146, 175–188, 201, 205,

218–241
totality of the 200

and the will 75 see also formative drive
(Bildungstrieb); fundamental drive
(Grundtrieb); natural drive; original
drive (Urtrieb); pure drive

drives, theory of the xxvii, xxxii, 202
duties xxiv, xxvii, 20, 70, 131, 155–168
absolute character of 181, 184, 186, 251
and cognition 156, 161, 164
conflict of freedom and 263, 285–297
consciousness of 50, 148, 173
delegation of 247
doctrine of 243: subdivisions 243–247
and free action 146–148, 172
immediate/direct and unconditioned 246,

247, 258–259
Kant on xxvi, 157
of lower classes 341–344
mediate/indirect and conditioned 246,

247, 257
particular xxvii, 247, 289, 308–310, 324
particular conditioned 259–262
regarding the formal freedom of all rational

beings 263–285
relation of particular to universal 308–310
sublime character of 147
universal xxvii, 247, 289, 308–310
universal conditioned 248–259
universal immediate 262–263, 308

duty
application of the concept of 332
conscience and 197
fulfillment of 307
impossibility of 197
as meritorious and noble 181
obscuring consciousness of 182
particular takes precedence over

universal 289
reflection on 207
and sacrifice 187
three kinds of determinacy in the concept of

185–187
to acquire conviction 155, 168
to preserve the freedom of others 222
toward oneself 246
in war 267

education 167, 174, 198, 232, 260
of children by parents 317, 318
ethical 299
first concept of 317
higher 318
institutions 330
as a means to an end 323
moral 318, 326, 329–333

Index
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education (cont.)
ordinary symbolic 240
rational 330
scholarly 240

efficacy (Wirksamkeit) xxi, xxv, 8, 9, 17, 60, 70, 245
bounding (Begrenzung) of 94–98, 120
and determinate laws of nature 97
exercise of freedom 124, 278–285
feeling of resistance 89, 93, 95
of a free being 189
the intellect and 133
and the moral law 220
object of 82
of others 269
physical power of 68, 71–76
representation of as stuff (Stoff ) 9, 10, 15, 16,

68, 82, 96, 105
and self-forgetfulness 245
in the sensible world 8–10, 15, 16, 68, 87, 91
as a series 94
and subject of consciousness 9, 93–94
and theoretical reasoning 301

egotism 223, 245, 297, 329
element 115
empirical object 141, 214
empirical subject 169, 195, 196

development of the 250
freedom of the 171, 172, 220
in marriage 313
sacrifice of the 257–259 see also I, empirical

end (Zweck) 123, 125, 162–163
communal of convincing others 224
finite 217
human being as himself an (Kant) 244
of product of art 212–213
proximate (nächste) 250, 311 see also concept

of an end; final end (Endzweck); goal;
means to an end; purposiveness
(Zweckmäßigkeit)

enjoyment (Genuß) 122, 135, 139, 140, 154, 178,
180, 205, 249, 255, 275

enlightenment 340
enthusiasm (Schwärmerei) 52, 174, 223, 251, 254
epistemology x
equality 261, 288, 319

of citizens according to birth 340
of estates 261
of self-preservation and preservation of the

other 268
error

duty to correct 277
prohibition against leading another into 270

essence (Wesen), thinking as absolute principle
of our 50

estates 310
change permitted 339
and conflict of duty 309
disadvantaged 340
establishment of different 247
hierarchy of 260
membership as a duty 259, 282
particular duties of 259–262, 309, 310
reciprocal rights between 338
selection for oneself 247, 259, 260, 261

ethical commonwealth 224
ethical mood (Stimmung) 246
ethical vocation (sittliche Bestimmung) 143

and the natural drive 143
‘‘Ethicen secundum dictata’’ (Fichte) xx
ethics

conditionality of 214
as consciousness of our moral nature

in general and specific duties in
particular 21

as highest abstraction in thinking xvi, 49
immoral ‘‘Jesuit’’ 280
lectures on xx
link to Wissenschaftslehre 21
in the narrower sense xxvi, 149, 195
not a doctrine of wisdom 21
place in Jena Wissenschaftslehre xii–xix
as practical Wissenschaftslehre xvi, xix, 8
the principle of an applicable 140–145
as a ‘‘real philosophical science’’ xix, xxi
relationship to philosophy in general xx, 29
as Sittenlehre 125, 244, 260
subdivisions 145–148
in a theory of action and theory of social

relations x
three material commands 205
training in 299
universal xvi
as Wissenschaftslehre 21

eudaemonism 321
evil 160, 296

cause in a finite rational being 168–195
defence of 258
grounded in freedom 173
Kant on radical xxvi, 173, 188, 189, 191
in lying 275
material and formal 228
maxim 171–172
means 280
nature of xxvii
radical 189, 191

example, duty to set a good 301, 306–308, 333
exchange 327
exemplars 194

Index
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existence
determinate 117
mere 117
necessity of willing our own continued 249

experience 9, 29, 67, 78, 233, 327,
332, 333

domains of xiv
transcendental conditions of xxii

facticity ix
factory workers 327
faculty see power (Vermögen)
faith 19, 31, 168, 229, 230, 331, 332
falseness 192
farmers 261, 326
fasting 250
fatalism 152, 188

intelligible 182
ordinary 182

father–child relationship 316, 317
feeling 102, 158–168

aesthetic 138, 158, 257, 326, 335
of certainty 159, 161, 164, 166, 185
compared with a representation 47
and drive 46–48, 104, 105, 136
as the expression of our boundedness 73, 88,

93–98, 105, 138
the higher power of see conscience
moral 132, 197
and perception 85, 92, 196
as sensory intuition 89
subjective and objective in 46, 102
and willing 73 see also longing

Fichte, Immanuel Hermann viii
Fichte, Johann Gottlieb,

between Kant and Hegel ix–x
death viii, xii
influence x
and Kant xxvi
life and works vii–ix
method and style ix, x, 77

final end (Endzweck) 142, 143, 144, 145, 163,
200, 218–241, 244, 250, 258, 262, 271,
311, 344

fine arts 257, 333–336
finitude 54, 59, 68, 96, 193
first principle (Grundsatz) 43
force (Kraft) 33, 262 see also ideal force; real

force
formal philosophy, vs. real philosophy

xii, xiii
formal principles xiii, xiv, xxi, xxix, xxxi–xxxiii,

15, 104, 214
formative drive (Bildungstrieb) 116

Foundations of the Entire Wissenschaftslehre
(Fichte) vii, xiii, xiv, xxii, xxiii, xxiv, xxvii

Foundations of Natural Right (Fichte) viii, xiii,
xvii, xxii, xxiii, 27, 67, 101, 122, 207, 210,
248, 264, 278, 279, 310, 312

foundational (or general) part of system xiii, xiv,
xv, xxiv

foundations of science, establishing xx, xxii
fraud 279
free being (Freisein) 65, 70
free beings (freie Wesen) 66, 189, 272
free choice (freie Willkür) 59
freedom (Freiheit)
absolute 37–41, 77, 110, 125, 169
as the absolute condition for morality

221, 263
in accordance with concepts 170
in the act of willing xxxi, 82–87
appearance of 56
of the body 264
and the body as articulation 124
boundary with necessity 120
causality in nature 111
child’s 318, 319
of choice 80, 81, 170, 179, 183, 188, 211, 215,

218, 245
concept of xix, xxi, 79, 82
conditioned by perception of causality 88, 190
consciousness of 60, 66, 77, 79, 100, 129,

130, 132
and contingency 69, 75
and desiring 121, 126–135
the doctrine of 128, 129, 172, 188, 211, 215
the drive for 132, 133–135
and the ethical drive 145
form of 99, 145
formal 129–132, 138, 141, 153, 221, 263,

263–285, 269–278
genetic concept of 41
and intellect 40, 51, 60–63, 119–120
Kant on 41, 55
and the law 55, 56, 105
material 132, 153
mutual limitation of spheres of 66, 207,

210, 213, 214, 215–241, 278–285,
286, 336

and nature xvii, 203, 218
and necessity in thinking 39, 51, 54, 55,

98, 162
and obedience to rules 57
outside of us 213
as the power of self-sufficiency 55, 61, 62,

175–181, 221
as a practical law 70, 76

Index
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freedom (Freiheit) (cont.)
preservation of the other’s 222, 245, 269–278
presupposition of 54
and property 279, 281, 284
realization of xxxiii, 79–81
and reason xix, xxv, 53, 76
and resistance 12
risk of loss of 160
of self-determination xxxi, 14, 40–42, 202, 211
as the sensible representation of self-activity

14, 209
as a theoretical principle for the determination

of our world xxii, 70, 75, 76
of thought 225
as the truth 56
and virtue 193, 194
of the will 74, 81, 150–154, 264 see also power

of freedom
friendship, in marriage 315
fundamental drive (Grundtrieb) 137

Gabler xx
general will, presumptive 227, 228
generation, the act of 316
genius 336
German philosophy 174
gluttony 251
goal

determinate 142, 158
drawing nearer to the 217, 220
infinite 142
of rational agreement 241
of virtuous people 224 see also end (Zweck)

God xiii, 194, 205, 245, 264, 331, 332
belief in 331
image of the father 321
obedience to 321
unknowability of the absolute ix
viewpoint of 245
will of 341

good
form of morality as essence of the 271
furtherance of the 331
love for the 271
principle of the 301, 303
promotion conditional on freedom of

others 280
good example, duty to set a 301, 306–308, 333
good will 149, 177, 263, 301, 325
governance 338

Fiat justitia et pereat mundus 338
Salus populi suprema lex esto 338
Volenti non fit injuria 338

governor 337

responsibility to the people 340
vocation of 340

grounds of morality 19–23, 52–60
Grundsatz (first principle) 43
guilt 166, 255

habituation, possibility of 190
happiness 171, 173, 273, 299

of others 178
harmony

feeling of 159, 160
the hypothesis of pre-established 127

harmony of the subjective and objective, origins
of 8, 35–36, 49

health 250, 257
dangers to 251

Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich viii, ix–x, xv
hell 192
Helvétius, Claude-Adrien 174, 303
heresy 159
hermit 223
heroism 181
heteronomy 58, 60, 75
heuristic propositions 222
higher classes

guidance of lower 342
respect for lower 343

honor 273, 297, 343
human beings

all free share the same end 219
choosing who to save from danger 289
continual effort to be good 184
duties according to particular natural estates

310–324
effect of fine art upon 335, 336
as ends in themselves (Kant) 244
extraordinary 193
free (freie Wesen) 66, 272
inner nature 305
as intelligent animals 171
as means for realization of the moral law 265
moral or ethical nature 19, 52–60, 105
moral treatment of 229, 298
as one family 327
ordinary natural 193
particular 214
true essence 157 see also others

human nature
belief in perfectibility of 228–241, 266
force of inertia 189, 190
immanent law of its own being 97
imperfection of 193
limits of 174
as neither good nor evil 179
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original goodness claim 179
humanity 213

duty of scholar toward 328
maturity of 260
progress of 342
sublimity of 193

hypocrisy 185, 307

I (das Ich)
the absolute xxvii, xxix, xxxi, 30, 90, 93
as an organized product of nature 116, 117
authentic self-experience as willing xxix, 86
causality in the sensible world 87–91, 91–98,

196–201, 204, 205
the concept in the act of thinking 24, 27–28,

34–42
constrained by feeling 103–105
the doing xxvii
the driving (das treibende Ich) 74
empirical 161, 169, 196, 220, 244, 273, 313
the entire 44–46, 45, 47, 50, 55
as ground of change 9, 74
ideal activity of the 206–207
ideal–real double nature xxvii, xxviii–xxx, 80
in intuition 36–42
the knowing xxvii, 10, 127
my nature and nature outside of me 105–107,

108–111, 111–116, 190
and not-I xxvii, 9–10, 24, 56, 70, 73, 81,

81–82, 89, 90, 97, 210
‘‘original’’ 54, 61, 78, 137, 138, 160, 165, 169
the pure 220, 243, 245
reality of xiv, 96
reflecting 96, 125, 201–206
as reflecting subject and natural being

(Naturwesen) 126
relation to the moral law 244
the self-positing xi, xiii, xiv, xix, xxviii, xxx,

9, 10–15, 34–42, 43, 80, 130–133, 210
theoretical and practical activities of the xxii
thinks of itself as free 51, 54, 55, 103, 128, 140
as ultimate basis (Boden) of one’s

philosophy 31
I-hood (Ichheit) xxviii–xxx, 7, 17, 20, 164

and absolute self-sufficiency 201, 219
conditions of 201–241
and consciousness of freedom 130, 132, 133
divided 75
as identity of subjective and objective 45,

104, 125
limitedness of 201
and the pure drive 135 see also rationality

idea (Idee) 67, 143, 241
cannot be grasped (aufgefaßt) 67

Kantian sense 67, 222
of ought 67–71
Platonic 337
as problem or task for thinking 67
realization of the 71, 264

ideal 260
acting 334
activity of the I 206, 208, 209
posited in opposition 12, 80
and real xxvii, xxviii, xxix, 14, 28, 81, 96, 112,

115, 134
ideal force, and real force 14, 81
idealism 127
illusion 31
of freedom 56

images, religious 231
imagination 130, 154, 159, 166, 184
ideal function 80, 166
productive power xxx, 69, 75, 85
reproductive power xxx, 86

imitation (Nachbildung), obedience as 320
immorality 299, 303
making use of another’s 314

immortality 331
improvement 142, 160, 188, 192
of constitution of the state 187
culture as the foundation of all 340
deferring the process 186
and freedom 194
of the human species 344
of others 329
of others as a duty 265, 278, 296
of the will of the community 326

inclination (Neigung) 58
inculcation (Ausbildung), of obedience 321
indentured servitude (glebae adscriptio) 340
independence xxxii, 17, 142, 144, 145, 198
drawing nearer to 143, 163
of thinking 238

indeterminacy 131
transition to determinacy from 130–133, 149

individual
perfectability of the 266
rational 168
and the state 286
teachers and needs of the 333

individuality xvi, 207–217, 219
annihilation of 245
borders of 215–241
and the final end 241, 243
and reasoning 234

inertia (Trägheit) 189, 190, 191, 194
infinity 96, 125, 142, 143, 216, 218,

233, 250
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influence
of the body on the sensible world 264, 265
of fine artist on cultivation 334
of others 211, 215, 269–278
on others 225, 265, 297, 299, 304, 329
of the virtuous 194

initial impulse (Anstoß) 191
inner nature (das Innere) 305
inquiry

duty of 225
scholarly 239, 278, 328

insight 325, 343
institutions 261

educational 330
religious 330

intellect see intelligence
intelligence 7, 35, 37, 43

as the absolutely real force of the concept xxx,
37, 42

agility of 14, 40, 48
as creator or architect of the world 114
and freedom 40, 51, 57, 68, 94, 119–120, 141,

146, 153, 170
ideal activity of the 70, 128, 133, 206
and the moral law 206
and nature 126
no influence on the drive 109
‘‘practical’’ xxviii
and tendency 44
thought as determination of the 48, 50, 127

intemperance 250
interest

the concept of an 136–140
indirect or mediate and immediate 136
practical 31

intuition 25, 27, 28, 33, 43, 80, 102, 130, 244
absolute power of 36–42, 59, 77
activity as the simplest 88, 95
intellectual 50, 79, 85, 89
philosophical 50, 62
of the pure drive 137
sensible 89, 90
and thinking 41, 50
and time 216
and will 131

invention, of plough compared with geometry 342
irrationality 180

Jena vii, xii, xviii, xxxii
Jerusalem, Karl Wilhelm 123
‘‘Jesuit’’ morals 280
Jewish nation 231
Johannsen, Friedrich xxiv
joy (Freude) 179

judges 341
judgment 62, 159, 297

and conscience 167, 168
errors of 156, 167
Kantian 107
moral 157, 221, 252, 261
of others 319
practical validity and theoretical validity of

premises 167
principles of 222
reflecting power of 107, 112, 157, 158, 163,

165, 185
juridical world xvii, 282
just society xvii

Kant, Immanuel vii, ix, x
on being 254
on categories in the sensible world 153
on conscience 164
Critique of Practical Reason vii, xxvi
Critique of Pure Reason vii, 52
on freedom 41, 55
Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals xxvi
on human being as himself an end 244
on judgment 107
on the lower power of desire 121
on maxims 170
‘‘Metaphysical Principles of the Doctrine of

Right’’ xxv
‘‘Metaphysical Principles of the Doctrine of

Virtue’’ xxv, xxvi
on moral action 222
on radical evil 173, 188, 191
Religion Within the Boundaries of Mere Reason

xxvi, 159
The Metaphysics of Morals xxv, xxvi, 147
on theoretical reason and duty 157, 159
third Critique xxi
transcendental philosophy xi

killing
of a criminal 266
of enemy during warfare 267
oneself see suicide
others see murder
prohibition against 265

knowing xxvii
and being 10–11, 35
and doing xxviii, 269
and willing 84

knowing subject, and real force 10, 127
knowledge

absolute character of ix
concerning the grounds and conditions of all

knowledge see Wissenschaftslehre
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immediately practical and theoretical 277
kinds of and object domains xi
object domains of xi
objectivity of xi, 84
origin in self-positing 9
in philosophy x

law, makeshift (Notrecht) 287 see also moral law
law (Gesetz), unjust 338
law (Recht) 240, 338, 339, 341 see also natural

right/law (Naturrecht)
laziness see inertia (Trägheit)
learned estate see scholars
learned persons see scholars
‘‘learned public’’ 237–241, 328

characteristics of 238
lecturing x, xx
legal sphere x, 147, 295
legality 148, 228, 263, 271, 280, 296, 309
legislators 261, 336, 340, 341
Leopold, Duke of Brunswick 269
lies 270, 271, 274

and death 276
middle thing between truth and 275
white (Notlügen) 273, 274

life
after death 253, 256
as an active principle 258
beyond property 292
dangers to 251, 252, 290
exposing another’s to danger 266
exposing one’s own to danger 259, 284
and freedom 287
future 254
in nature 334
preservation of 252, 287
prohibition against taking one’s own see

suicide
sacrifice of 258

limitation
of activity 88, 90, 99–100, 207
human 48, 54, 73, 97, 157, 174
mutual of spheres of freedom 66, 207, 214,

218, 278–285
nature as a product of our 334
original 214, 219
of original drive 127, 135, 142, 152, 162, 200
of our being 213 see also boundedness

logic, universal 235
‘‘Logic and Metaphysics’’ (Fichte) xviii
longing (Sehnen) 44, 102–103, 118, 123, 137, 202

and reflection 119, 120–121, 150
love

for the good 271

indirect or mediated 317
and marriage 313
and morality 313
one’s enemies 295, 296
one’s neighbour as oneself 268
pathognomic 289, 295
philanthropic 147
of truth 328
as union of nature and reason 312

lower classes
duties of the 341–344
respect for freedom of 343

Lucretia 259
Lutheranism 233

makeshift situation (Notfall) 290
marriage 313–315
of children 323
friendship in 315
and love 313
as a vocation 315

Marx, Karl ix
material body 16, 122, 204–205
material determinacy 11, 14, 15, 104, 210
in the body 16, 140

material principles xiii, xiv, xxi, xxix, 214
materialism 127, 174
matter see stuff (Stoff )
matter (Materie) 199–201, 203, 251
maxim
action and 308
concept of a 170
of dominion over everything

outside us 177
evil 171–172
mixed 186
of one’s own happiness 171, 173
of one’s will (Kant) 222
publicity of 307, 308
of self-interest 174, 176, 179, 184, 188
as a universal rule of a rational being 170

means to an end 92, 97, 257
education as a 323
order of 92
particular for universal duty 309
for realizing reason 245, 246, 265
using another as 270

mechanical laws 115, 119, 151, 229
mechanical work 342
mechanism, law of 128, 152
men, and marriage 313
Mendelssohn, Moses 123
merchants 327
metaphysics x, 125
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mind
beautiful 335
development of the 251, 261, 334
exercise of the 251, 257

model/pre-figuration (Vorbild) xxx, 72, 85,
88, 100

Mohammed 231
moral action

Kantian 222
test for 268

moral education 318, 330
‘‘moral educators of the people’’ 326

duties of 329–333
moral element (Zusatz) 167
moral judgment 221, 252, 261

in particular cases 58
moral law xxi, 104, 155

absoluteness of the 50, 61
and categorical imperative 52
and concepts 335
consciousness of the xxiv, xxv, 62, 183
contradiction in 218–241
as determining freedom 55, 61
and existence in the intelligible world 89
form and content xxvii, 71
formal character xxxi–xxxiii, 157
and freedom 55, 58
human beings as means for realization

of 265
and individuality 243
and the intellect 206
material content xxvii, 196
not a maxim 171
possibility of satisfying 75
and power 54
and power of freedom 102
and practical reason 56, 225
refers to all actions 148
and theoretical reason 156, 207
and treatment according to final end 163

moral sphere x, 147
moral theory see ethics
morality

the actual exercise of 144, 184, 245
as both theoretical and practical 71
communication of 298
and consciousness of freedom 66, 132
‘‘Deduction of the Principle of’’ (Part I) xxiii,

xxiv, xxvi, 19–23
‘‘Deduction of the Reality and Applicability

of the Principle’’ xxiii, xxvi, 65–76: First
Theorem 76–82; Second Theorem
82–87; Third Theorem 87–91; Fourth
Theorem 91–98; Fifth Theorem 98–116

duty to spread and promote immediately
298–308

formal conditions for action 148, 149, 195
formal (Moralität) 149
freedom as the absolute condition for 221, 263
grounds of 19–23, 52–60
Kant on predisposition to 147
and love 313
material conditions for action 148, 205, 210
and maternal compassion 317
and nature xvii
as the necessary thought of the intellect 60–63
new theories of xiii
perfect xxxii
promotion of 266
or prudence 154
and reason xvii, 52–60, 243
rule of true 263
science of 20
sense for 330
substantiality of 205
‘‘Systematic Application of the Principle of’’

(Part III) xxvi, 195
unanimity regarding 329

morals
formal law of (Sitten) 155–168
‘‘Jesuit’’ 280
knowledge of see practical reason
metaphysics of (Metaphysik der Sitten) 125

mother–child relationship 316
motives 309
murder 259, 266, 291
mysticism 140, 143

naming 33
nation 341

and belief 231
natural being (Naturwesen) 126
natural drive xxxii, 111, 120, 122, 124, 126, 131,

133, 135, 137, 140, 141, 143, 147, 151, 153,
169, 171, 188, 202, 203, 204, 208, 299, 311
see also satisfaction of natural drive

natural right/law (Naturrecht) xiv, 248, 338, 341
Doctrine of xvii, xviii

natural series, as continuous and determined in
advance 128

nature
as an organic whole 110, 111, 118, 190
causality of 135, 141
contingent and necessary features of xxii, 68
determinate laws of 97, 105, 114, 116,

158, 175
disposition of 287
drive to organization 116, 118, 124
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duality of 105–107, 108–111, 334
duty to fashion 263
the end of 204
force of inertia 189, 190
formative law of 118
free obedience to its own laws xiii, 116
and freedom xvii, 111, 218
immanent law of 115
and intellect 126
knowledge of see theoretical reason
limit to causality of 128
and morality xvii
new theories of xiii
as not-I 189
opposition to freedom 108–111
passivity of 189
and possibility of fulfilling one’s vocation 143
properties of (Beschaffenheit der Natur) 17
purposiveness (Zweckmäßigkeit) 123
and reason 312
relationship with willing and cognition ix,

xxiii, 75, 150
struggle against 342
view of vigorous fullness 334

Naturphilosophie xv
necessity 98, 119

agreement in cases of 336
boundary with freedom 120
and nature 114
right of 287
and self-sufficiency 111
the thought of 39, 51, 54, 55, 69, 79

need 102, 104, 118, 119, 230
animal 119
physical and of the heart 316

negation, no consciousness of 144
Nietzsche, Friedrich ix
nobility, property of 338
not-I xxvii, 56, 70, 73, 81, 81–82, 89, 90, 97, 210

nature as 189
and self-consciousness 9–10, 24, 210

nourishment 250, 257

obedience 186, 320
blind 194, 321
of children to parents 320, 321, 323
as imitation (Nachbildung) 320
inculcation (Ausbildung) of 321
limits of 321
to God 321
to the state 294

object
deduction of an object of our activity

76–82, 161

determinacy without any help from us
98–116

determination by a concept 65, 67
I find myself as an 208
identity with subject 7, 28, 45
realization of an 150
separate from subject in thinking 24, 29, 45,

78–82
treatment according to its final end 200

objectifying 141
objective, the
original harmony with the subjective 8,

35–36, 49
reciprocity with subjective 50, 55, 79
relationship with subjective 10–11, 13, 27–28,

46, 81–82, 83
and subjective xxviii, xxix–xxx, 7–17, 8, 45

objectivity
as absolute and unchangeable 51
of freedom 75
of knowledge xi, 84
resistance as mere 13
self-posited 46, 102
in thought 78–82, 101–103

obligation see duty
obscurantism 340
occupations
lowest 326
relation to end of reason 341

officials of state 227, 235, 240, 323, 326, 344
conflict between constitution and

conscience 337
duties of 336–341
manner of governance 338
subordination to the law 341
and teachers 240

‘‘On the Basis of Our Belief in a Divine
Governance of the World’’ (Fichte)
viii, xviii

openness 270, 307
opinion
of others 297
promises and change of 272

opposition
the law of reflective 39, 79, 82, 83
to the constrained state (Gebundenheit) 14

oppression 228
order 286
organism, law of 128
‘‘original determination’’ (Urbestimmung) xxxi,

55, 75, 78, 100
original drive (Urtrieb) 124, 139, 142, 196–200
limitation of 97, 127, 162, 200
satisfaction of 203
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‘‘original duplicity’’ xxvii
others

bodies of 265
care for 223
in danger 268
in danger and choosing whom to save 289
duty towards 225, 267
existence of 70
freedom of 210, 214, 218, 280, 286, 287
happiness of 178
improvement as a duty 265, 329
influence of 211, 215
influence on 225, 265, 297, 299, 329
judgment of 319
love for 268
moral and immoral actions of 220
preservation of body and life 267
preservation of freedom of 222, 245
property as a condition for freedom of 279
rescuing from error 270, 276
self-defense and defense of 287
treatment of 298
using as means for our own ends 270, 274

see also reciprocal interaction
‘‘ought’’

-not (Nichtsollen) 214
conditions of possibility 76
conviction of 228
determinacy of freedom as an 60–63, 67, 71
formal concept of an absolute 147
and freedom of choice 172
the idea of 67–71
as opposed to a being 56, 57, 60
to raise oneself higher 172, 175, 179, 181, 190

see also categorical imperative

pain 139
papism 233
parents, and children 310, 315–324
particular, deduction from universal 21, 58
passivity

of nature 189
of women 312

pecuniary circumstances 257
perceptibility 23, 29

or capacity to be sensed (Empfindbarkeit) 80
perception 12

of act of willing 83, 85, 86, 87, 99, 100
of the actual 85, 213
of causality in time 93
and feeling 85, 92, 196
of freedom 130, 216
harmony with will 196
of our sensible efficacy 17, 87, 91

and self-consciousness 13, 29
perfectibility of humanity, belief in 228–241,

266
perfection 142, 174, 245

of the body 204
progress towards 239, 240, 278

perversion 148, 274
Pharisee 181
philanthropic love 147
Philosophical Journal xviii, 31, 45, 213
philosophical teaching x, 198
philosophy 235

and absolute autonomy of reason 60
development of modern ix
and ethics xix, 29
formulaic 183
four major divisions xv–xviii
German 174
human oriented ix
‘‘in general’’ xx, xxiii, xxiv, 59–60
and intuition 50, 62
as ‘‘love of wisdom’’ x
organizational scheme xii
process of 35–42, 44, 54, 167, 230
real vs. formal xii, xiii, xxi, 208
systematic x
task of 7–17, 8
unity of system xii
asWissenschaftslehre x–xii see also abstraction,

philosophical; Naturphilosophie;
postulates, philosophy of the; practical
philosophy; religion, philosophy of;
transcendental philosophy

piety 245, 262
pity 147, 316
plants 120, 124, 203
Plato 227, 337
pleasant, the xiii
pleasure (Lust) 123, 137, 171, 301
point of view, transcendental transformed by

art 334
policing 154
political sphere x
possibility

of the actual 80
of different actions 197

postulates 52
philosophy of the xv, xvii

poverty 283
power, juridical or police 267
power of freedom

as ideal representation of a free act of willing
83, 218

and moral law 101
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power (Vermögen) 33, 42, 44, 53
or capacity for transition to determinate

action 150
of efficacious action 68, 71–76, 76–82, 130
free and determinate 79–81
and the law 54
theoretical 194, 237
unity of human 334 see also capacity

practical being (Wesen) 164
practical commands, and theoretical

propositions 71, 157–168
‘‘practical intelligence’’ xxviii
practical interest 31
practical orientation ix, xii, 70
practical philosophy xii, xv, xvi, xxi,

ethics as xix, xxiv, 8
origins of harmony of the subjective and

objective 8, 14, 42
‘‘Universal’’ xiii

practical reason xi, xvi, 56, 59–60, 90
practical Wissenschaftslehre xvi, xix, 277
practicality 59
practice, and theory xi, 277
pre-determination xxxii, 98, 163, 215
predestination 54, 215–241
preservation

of another’s body and life 267, 287
endangered by objects outside of one 251
of the freedom of others 222, 269–278
of life of an assailant 290
as members of the sensible world 248
of one’s own life 249, 252, 287
parental duty 317, 318

priestcraft (Pfaffentum) 233
principle (das Prinzip) 222

higher 199, 207–217, 305
not a maxim 171, 174
shared 224
theoretical 243 see also first principle

(Grundsatz)
producers 327
profession 310, 324

choice of 325, 340
higher 325
lower 325
particular duties of 309, 324, 344
subdivisions 324–327

prohibition 250–257, 264–269
promises 272

change in operating assumptions 272
propagation of the species 311
propensity (Hang), blind 131, 135
property 278–285

and beneficence 282

as a condition for freedom of others 279,
281, 284

conflict over 291–292
contractual relationship 292
duty to acquire 279, 281
duty to protect another’s against attack 284,

292–297
and freedom 287
increasing usefulness of others’ 284
life goes beyond 292
of nobility 338
preservation of 280
prohibition against damage of another’s

279, 281
prohibition against making it more difficult

for another to make free use of his
own 281

purposeful use of 285
right of 279
violent attack on 292–297

Protestantism, the spirit of 233
prudence 154, 174, 257, 293, 329
Prussia, impact of Napoleonic

Wars on xii
publicity, of maxims 307, 308
punishment 299–300
capital 266

pure drive xxxii, 124, 134, 135, 137, 139, 140,
142, 144

purity, female 313, 314
purposiveness (Zweckmäßigkeit) 123, 162–163,

200, 219

rational beings 263
community of 243, 244, 264, 325
duties in the case of conflict concerning the

freedom of 285–297
duties regarding the formal freedom of all

263–285
effect upon the world 248
free efficacy of 278–285

rational world xiv, xxviii, 223, 248
rationality
absolute self-sufficiency and 53, 61, 76
giving up on another’s 270
or I-hood 20, 123

real, the
and the ideal xxvii, xxviii, xxix, 28, 96,

115, 134
and the objective 28

real force
of the concept 37, 127
and ideal force 14, 81
and knowing subject 10, 127
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reality
as an appearance of the will xxiii
determined through a constraint upon

reflection 112
and drive in reciprocal interaction

113–116, 120
with ground in a concept is called a product of

freedom 128
material 82
or perceptibility 23
of the principle of morality xxiii, xxvi, 65–76

reason 7, 308
absolute autonomy of xxv, 59, 60
common possession of 291
and conscience 198
conviction as an act of 301
dominion in the sensible world 262, 285
the essence of 67
finite and determinate 59–60, 79
and freedom xix, xxv, 53, 216
the law of xxv, 221
lazy 114
means for realizing 245, 331
and morality xvii, 225, 243
and nature 312
and ordinary consciousness 23, 106
organized 90
origin of 70
and passivity 312
as practical xi
pure 227
realization of the law of 245, 246, 298
self-sufficiency of 53–60, 67, 220, 222, 246,

335
and the sensible world xvii
system of and necessity of moral thinking

52–60, 77
universal and particular presentation of

propositions 235 see also practical
reason; theoretical reason

reasoning
effectiveness and theoretical 301
and individuality 233

reciprocal interaction, law of 109, 111, 112,
119, 145, 163–165, 206, 215, 224, 231, 235,
248, 329

reciprocity
continuous 248
of determination of subjective and objective

50, 55, 79, 125
reflecting subject 125, 126, 127
reflection x, xiv, 36, 43, 102, 146

compared with sensation 96
conditions of its possibility 77, 112, 124

and determinacy of freedom 54, 105, 109,
133, 141, 153, 162, 169

on duty 207
higher level of 172, 173, 181–188
incomplete 201
in judgment 107
the law of 39, 112
law of opposition in 39, 79, 82, 83
and longing 119, 120–121, 150
as object of drive 126
primary and secondary 133
and self-knowledge xxix, 45, 74, 245
that fosters respect 343

Reinhold, Karl Leonhard 151, 188
Fichte’s letter to xx
‘‘Open Letter to Fichte’’ xviii

relationships
class 344
conjugal 311–315
natural or artificial 310
parent–child 310, 315–324

religion 230
authority of 237
philosophy of xv, xvii, xxxiii
positive 194–195
wars of 180

religious institutions 330
reparation 281, 295
representation xxv, 7–17, 60

compared with a feeling 47
correspondence with things 8, 69
ideal of freedom of willing 83
of the moral community 330, 333
power of 243

‘‘republic of scholars’’ 237–241
reputation, good 297
resistance

distinctive features of representation of 12
moral power and 213
to an activity 12–13, 38, 89–91, 93

respect 194, 256, 301, 306, 307, 333
for the body 257
of child for parents 320
development of 302
in marriage 314
for our higher nature 138, 139, 145, 178
for scholars and artists 343
teaching 303 see also self-respect

restitution 295
rewards 299–300
right

absolute (Recht) 338
action 158
appearance of being 234
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compared with causality as a concept 66
doctrine of xvii, 70, 287
as ‘‘genetically derived’’ xiv
and law 338
of necessity 287
philosophy of xv
reality of concept 65
in war 267

rights 263
communal 226–241
loss by criminals 266
parental over children 319
of property 279
reciprocal 226
reciprocal in state contract 338

robbery 279, 292
rule for action 170
rule following 57
ruler, wise 261 see also governor

sacrifice 178, 180, 187
of the empirical self 257–259
and self-conceit 180
to virtue 255

satisfaction of natural drive 120, 123, 124, 137,
159, 249, 311

and concept of an end (Zweckbegriff) 141
postponement of 153 see also enjoyment

(Genuß)
Schelling, Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von viii,

xv, 213
scholars 261, 262, 325, 330, 337, 344

as archives of culture 327
communication by 262, 278
duties of 262, 327–329
as indirectly officials of the state 239, 240
republic of see ‘‘republic of scholars’’
respect for 343

scholarship see inquiry, scholarly
science 115, 198, 328, 342

establishing foundations of xx, xxii
seeing, and doing xxviii
self-activity (Selbsttätigkeit) 14, 15, 26, 34, 36,

46, 52, 84, 169, 191
and consciousness of freedom 130
as a consequence of a cognition 99, 101
development of tendency toward 43–60,

71, 77
and relationship between the subjective and

the objective 84, 89, 99
self-awareness, thoughtful (Besonnenheit) 146
self-conceit 180
self-consciousness xiv, xix, 7, 26, 245

condition of possibility 104

deduction of the principle of morality and
xxvi, 29, 77

development of 153
and non-I 9–10, 24, 210
and perception of my free activity 13, 88, 133

self-contempt 139, 145, 302, 332
self-control 154, 184
self-deception 185, 187
self-defense 267, 287
self-denial 140
self-destruction see suicide
self-determination 32, 42
absolute 72, 125
drive and 107, 124, 140, 203
freedom of xxxi, xxxii, 40–42, 57, 73, 98, 119,

202, 211, 245
power to defer 170
practical xxxi
spontaneous 209
willing as 74, 141, 154

self-esteem see self-respect
self-forgetfulness 245
self-hood see I-hood (Ichheit)
self-interest 174, 176, 179, 184, 187, 188, 304
self-knowledge, and reflection xxix, 11, 45
self-legislation 58
self-observation 26
self-preservation,
the drive for 117–119
as a duty 250–259
endangered 268
sacrifice of 258–259

self-respect 135, 178, 302–306, 332, 341
self-sufficiency (Selbständigkeit) 17, 37, 42,

52–60, 74, 156, 217–219
contradiction to drive 218–241
demand for 138
dignity of 135, 333
the drive to 146, 175–181, 181–188, 201, 205,

218–241
freedom as the power of 55, 58, 60–63, 221
as the genius for virtue 176
law of absolute 61, 104, 145, 147, 198, 256
and necessity 111
of reason 53–60, 61, 76, 220, 222, 246, 335
of the reflecting subject 127
and transcendental philosophy 61–63
transition to 120, 163

selfishness 188, 303
sensation 80, 204
compared with reflection 96

sensible world xiv, xxviii, xxxi, 8–10, 164,
223, 248

change as result of actual causality 16, 96
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sensible world (cont.)
and domain of moral law 68, 248
dominion of reason in 262
efficacy in the 72, 87, 91, 326
Kant’s categories in the 153
object of activity in the 67, 81, 141, 278
presence and freedom of others in the 214
preservation of our species in the 261
and reason xvii, 285
reciprocal interaction with the body 263
and supersensible realms xxiii, xxxii, 230–233

sensitivity 176
sexual depravity 251
sexual drive

satisfaction of the 314
of women 312

silence 226
sin 166, 168, 181, 188, 255

committed by another 255
sincerity 307
skills training 318
slavery 192, 257, 340
social bond 337
social contract 337
social relations

ethics in a theory of x see also relationships
society 223

as the church 329
influence on the individual 174
limited and determinate 236
reciprocal interaction with individual 261
recognition of property 278, 282

solicitude 324
soul 256

mutual influence with the body 257 see also
intelligence

spatial relations 121, 334
spirit, beautiful (der schöne Geist) 334, 335
spiritual being 128, 142, 254
spiritual world xiv, xxviii, 16
spirituality 125, 218
spouses, relationship of 310, 311–315
state 226, 237, 241, 293

action in private matters 294
compulsory means to keep individual within

his own boundaries 286, 294
contract 226–241, 266, 336
improvement of the constitution 188
and the individual 286
as judge 291, 323
legal relationship via the 326
makeshift (Notstaat) 226, 228, 232
obedience as a duty 294
overthrow of the 227, 228

and poverty 283
rational and just 226, 228, 232
reciprocal rights in contract 338
and right to property 279, 282
right to punish criminals by death 266
toleration of scholars 239 see also constitution;

officials of state
stimulus (Antrieb) 47, 146, 154, 194
stuff (Stoff ) 13, 82, 91

representation in efficacy 9, 15, 16, 68, 82, 96,
105, 326

subject, the
duality as ideal (knowing) and real (doing)

xxvii, 269
identity with object 7, 28, 45
the intuiting see intelligence
knowing and real force 10
loses itself 244
and principle of efficacy 9
the reflecting 125, 126, 127
separate from object in thinking 24–25, 45
the willing (das Wollende) 26 see also empirical

subject
‘‘subject–object’’ xxviii, 46, 47, 55, 61, 67, 124
‘‘subject–objectivity’’ xxviii
subjective, the

and the objective xxviii–xxx, 7–17, 45
original harmony with the objective 8,

35–36, 49
reciprocity with the objective 50, 55, 78
relationship with the objective 10–11, 13,

27–28, 46, 81–82, 83
subjugation 192
sublime, the xiii, 147, 326, 331
sublimity, of humanity 193
subsisting (Bestehendes) 33
substantiality

law of 128
the principle of 115, 205

subsumption, law of 107, 112
suffering 139, 256
suicide 252–257, 259, 266

by provoking others into killing one 259
as heroic or cowardly 256
motivation for 255
wish for as a violation of duty 254

supersensible realms xvii, xxiii, xxxii, 230–233
syllogisms, theoretical 170, 300
symbol 224, 230, 232, 233, 235, 330

changeable 233
makeshift (Notsymbol) 230

sympathy 147, 171, 268
synthesis 12, 55, 72, 76, 78, 83, 86, 111, 142, 163

‘‘fivefold’’ 248
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method of 100–101
system

integration of philosophical xi, xii
openness of Fichte’s Wissenschaftslehre xii
organizational scheme xii
of reason and morality 52–60, 71

System of Ethics, The (Fichte) viii, xvi, xix
as culmination of his early philosophy xx–xxv
distinctive features xx
dual role in Jena system xxiv
first issued xx
Introduction xxi, xxiii, 7–17
philosophical contribution xxvii–xxxiii
structure of xxv–xxvii
see also named parts

‘‘Systematic Application of the Principle of
Morality’’ (Part III) xxvi, 195

taste 335, 336
teachers, religious 240
teachers of the people (Volkslehrer) 198, 232,

240, 326
and articles of faith or belief 331
duties of the moral 239
and non-believers 332
setting a good example 333

teaching
in accordance with conviction 232
philosophical x, 198
and the presupposed symbol 233

tendency (Tendenz) 33, 41, 43–60, 101
of nature 134, 189
toward absolute self-activity 43–60, 124

theft 279, 281
theologians 262
theoretical knowledge 277

and the ethical drive 163–165, 262
theoretical philosophy xii, xv, 7, 8–13

goal of 41
theoretical propositions

and feeling of certainty 166
and practical commands 71

theoretical reason xi, 59, 150, 166
and moral law 157, 207

theoretical Wissenschaftslehre (Kantian) xv
theory

insufficiency of 170
and practice xi, 277

thesis, and antithesis 99–100
thinking

as absolute principle of our essence 50
abstract 50, 62, 78
as an act (Tun) 27, 36, 49
of an object outside of itself 76–82

conditions for freedom in 58, 78–82
and conviction 166
determinate as opposed to abstract 62, 78, 102
as determination of the intellect 48, 50
determination of 38, 48, 50
direct or mediated 79
ethical way of 249
and existence 45, 50, 108
ideal and practical causality xxx
independence of 238
indeterminate 183, 184
and intuiting 41
and the law of reason xxv, 60
laws of 22
and nature xv
necessarily of oneself xxix, 22, 45, 54, 76
oneself separated from everything that is not

ourselves 24–34, 45, 70, 76
as a series of causes and effects 106
of a thing 39, 40
and willing xxix–xxx, 24–34, 84, 87
within time 94 see also cognition

thought
absolute 61
content of determined 49, 50–52, 78
form of determined 48–50, 78
freedom of 225
as manifestation of the drive 48–50
necessary 61, 69
objectivity in 78–82, 101–103
pure 60
sublime 331

thoughtlessness 184, 185
time
causality as perception in 93, 94, 216
determinacy of the present 186
original limitedness within 214

tool, in service of moral law 225, 244, 248, 258,
267, 296

trade, perfecting one’s own 342
transcendental philosophy xi, xv, xvi, xxiv, xxv,

xxxiii, 22–23, 27, 31, 33, 49, 54, 60, 92,
106–107, 277, 334

Kant’s xi, 159
and laws of nature 97, 115
of religion xvii
and self-sufficiency 61–63

transcendental point of view 334
truth 31, 158, 270, 343
cognition of the 287, 327
communication of the 276
criterion of theoretical is practical 161, 168
fear of 307
feeling of 159, 161
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truth (cont.)
freedom as the 56
immediately practical 277
and lies 275
love of 328
the natural sense of xiii
of sensory perceptions 233

truthfulness, duty of 297
tyranny 228, 229

understanding 194, 225, 230, 243, 262
cultivation of 326, 334
link with the will 326
of oneself 39

unity (das Eine), absolute in consciousness 11,
13, 17, 44–46, 47, 55, 88, 116

universal, the
deduced from the particular 21
practical criterion of theoretical truth 161

universal ethics xvi, 145
‘‘universal philosophy’’ xii, 62
‘‘universal practical philosophy’’ xiii
universities 238, 340
unmarried people 315

vices 193
serving as the object of other people’s 255

violence 290, 292–297
virtue

aesthetic sense as a preparation for 335
cultivation of 301
destined for 193
and freedom 193
genius for 175
goal of 224
true 255, 277

vocation 229, 297, 335
of governor 340
of marriage 315
principle of fulfilling one’s 143 see also ethical

vocation
Vocation of Man, The (Fichte) viii, xviii
volition (Wollung) 150

wars
between states 293
killing of enemy during 267
of religion and conquest 180

well-being, and freedom 317
whole and its parts 109, 112, 344
will xix, 81, 241

arbitrary xxxii, 288, 294
and the body 16, 17, 122, 204, 217
bonded (servum arbitrium) 191

breaking a child’s 319
change of oneself via 74
and cognition xxi
the common 228, 241, 336
the concept of the 149–154
cultivation of the 262, 326
decision and realization 72
empirical 177, 243
force of 191
form and content with regard to particular

duties 309
freedom of the 74, 81, 150–154, 264
of God 341
harmony with perception 196
and intuition 131
lack of 187
link with the understanding 326
material determination re law 58
as power of choosing 151
presumptive general 227, 228
reality as an appearance of the xxiii
representation of a 16
theory of the xxvii
to dominion over everything outside us 177
to live 253
as unification of subjective and objective

46–48
unified (Einen Willen) 285 see also common

will; good will
willing

as absolute 30–34, 180
abstracting what is foreign in 30
the act of xix, xxii, xxv, 25–26, 32, 60, 72, 73,

141, 149, 150
basic elements xxxi
as conception of an end xxviii, 16, 17,

72, 84
consciousness of 85, 87
and feeling 73
as free transition from indeterminacy to

determinacy 149
genetic description of 84
as the I’s authentic self-experience xxix, xxxi,

24–34
and knowing 84
morality 220
possibility of 92
power of freedom in the act of 82–87
relationship with cognition and nature xxiii,

74, 75, 150
representation and act of 83–85, 85–87
as self-determination 74, 87, 141
as thinkable 29
and thinking xxix–xxx, 24–34, 69, 84, 87
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wisdom (Weisheit) 21
doctrine of (Weisheitslehre) 21

Wissenschaftslehre
‘‘Deduction of the Subdivisions of’’ xiv
ethics as 21
Fichte’s different presentations xii, xxiii, xxvii
links of ethics to 21
philosophy as x–xii
technical term x
as a theoretical enterprise xi
as transcendental science xi, 115 see also

practical Wissenschaftslehre; theoretical
Wissenschaftslehre

Wissenschaftslehre nova methodo (Fichte) viii, xiv,
xxii, xxvii

women
and marriage 313
passivity of 312
sexual drive of 312

working 254
worlds xxviii
future 254
pre-established 98
sensible and intelligible 89 see also experience,

domains of; rational world; sensible
world
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